
 The Envie massagers glow with excitement.  Light up your night with these amazing 
massagers!  This collection of water resistant massagers feature body-safe silicone, 
ABS plastic handles, LED accent lights, and 7 arousing speeds and functions.  As 
beautiful as they are pleasurable, Envie massagers have a ringed ergonomic handle 
that makes for easy operation with a single press of a thumb.  The ringed handle also 
ensures a solid grip so the Envie massager won’t slide away when slippery.  7 cycles 
of powerful vibration and pulsation have been specially researched and designed 
toto encourage deeper and more satisfying orgasms.  Perfect for internal and external 
stimulation.  Packaged in a discreet, upscale boxes.  Whisper quiet.  Phthalate-free. 
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CARE INSTRUCTIONS
• Wash after each use with a liquid anti-bacterial soap and water.
• Pat dry with a soft, cotton towel and allow to air dry completely.

HOW TO USE

FEATURES
Envie Ripple Massager – A sensual rippled shape is the key feature of this Envie Ripple massager.  
The powerful motor is placed at the top of the massager so vibrations can be directed exactly 
where desired.  Rounded at the top for easy insertion and extra comfort when placed on 
erogenous zones.  Super soft silicone encases the rippled shaft.  Ripple design allows for more 
pleasure and stimulation. 

EnviEnvie G-Spot Massager - Reach that special spot with the G-Spot Massager.   Specially curved 
tip allows for pointing stimulating vibrations right to the G-Spot.  The powerful motor is placed 
at the top of the massager so vibrations can be directed exactly where desired.  Ribbed at the 
front of the otherwise smooth silicone shaft for extra arousal.  As a bonus, this unique design is 
also conducive to prostrate stimulation as well.

EnviEnvie Smooth Massager - Smooth and silky to the touch, the Envie Smooth massager features an 
exciting ribbed base.  Take it all the way to the end for maximum satisfaction.  The powerful motor 
is placed at the top of the massager so vibrations can be directed exactly where desired. 

Envie Deux Massager – The Envie Deux massager features 2 powerful motors designed for 
simultaneous vaginal and clitoral stimulation.  Dual vibrations double the pleasure.  One powerful 
motor is placed at the top of the massager shaft and the second motor is placed at the tip of the 
rounded clitoral stimulator so vibrations are strongest where desired.    
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Twist the ringed handle at the bottom of massager to open and insert two AAA batteries.  (Not 
included.)

The button on the ringed handle turns the Envie Massager on and off.  When the button is pressed, 
the Envie Massager will turn on.  Each press of the button makes the Envie Massager cycle through 
its seven vibrating and pulsating functions.  The LED lights make the ringed handle glow and flash 
when turned on.

Hold button down for 2 seconds to turn off.
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Envie Smooth
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For warranty information please visit  us @ www.nsnovelties.com
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